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Meaning of Accounting

It is a process of recording classifying and summarizing business  transactions.

It concludes with three financial statements

❖Profit and Loss Account showing net profit or loss during the  period.

❖Balance Sheet showing financial position of the business

❖Cash Flow Statement showing cash flow activities during the

specified period.



Points Explanation

1 Shows overall  

performance  

only

Provides collective information about cost, profit, loss.

Does not provide data based on products, process

department.

2 Historical in  

Nature

Provides data at the end of Financial year No system of

computing day today cost and predetermined cost.

3 No

Performance  
Appraisal

No system of developing norms, standards

as to increase the efficiency of Material.
Labour and other costs

Limitations of Financial Accounting



4 No Material  

Control System

No Control on obsolescence, deterioration,

excessive scrap, misappropriation of material.

5 No Labour Cost  

Control

No system of recording loss of Labour Cost due to

idle time, breakdown of machinery. Labour cost is

not recorded by Job, process or department wise.

No system of providing incentive for the additional
work.

6 No

Classification of  
Costs

There is no classification of costs in Financial

Accounting like Direct and Indirect Cost, Fixed and

Variable Cost, controllable and uncontrollable cost



Financial Accounting Cost Accounting

Purpose :

To know the financial  
position of the business.
i.e. profit or loss of the  

business.

To provide detailed cost
information to the
management.

Statutory Requirement:  

These are prepared  

according to the legal

requirements of  

Companies Act and  

Income Tax Act.

It is not compulsory for all the
companies. It is mandatory for
those companies for which
accounting record rules are
applicable.

Difference between Financial Accounting and  Cost Accounting



Financial Accounting Cost Accounting

Nature of Cost

It records cost which is in
historical in nature

It records both historical and
estimated cost

Valuation of stock

Stock is valued at cost price  or 
market price whichever is  less

Stock is valued at cost price

Analysis of Cost and Profit  It 

does not show the cost and  

profit of individual product,

department and process. It  

shows overall profit

It shows the profitability and  
cost of each product, process  

and operation.



What is cost



Expenses, Loss and Asset



CIMA , London defines Cost Accounting as,

The process of accounting from the point at which expenditure is
incurred or committed to the establishment of its ultimate
relationship with cost centre and cost units.

Cost Accounting



It includes Collecting, classifying  recording allocating and 
analyzing the costs.

Preparation of periodical statements and reports for  ascertaining 
and controlling costs.

Application of cost control methods

Ascertainment of profitability of activities carried out or  planned

What is Cost Accounting?



Costing

means  cost
finding

It is the  process,  
technique and  
procedure of  
ascertaining the  
costs.

It includes all  the 
principles,  rules and  
regulations of  
calculating the  costs.

ICMA London defines Costing

“Costing is the technique and process of ascertaining  
costs.”

What is Costing?



It is Science as it is a systematised body of Knowledge having fundamental
principles and practices.

It is an Art as it is the ability to apply cost principles to solve the complex

problems of Management.

It is the Practice as the knowledge need to be kept update by using latest
techniques and methods.

What is Cost Accountancy



In short Cost Accountant need to apply cost accounting principles skillfully

as to solve complex problems so that it will be helpful for management to

take proper decisions.

He also needs to present the data to management in a proper manner

with latest techniques and methods for taking various decisions.

Cost Accountancy



To    
ascertain  
the Cost

To Control
cost

To provide  

information  
for Decision  

Making

To determine  

Selling Price

To Ascertain the Costing Profit

Objectives Of Cost Accounting



• It is unit of a product , service or
time in terms of which cost may be
ascertained or expressed

• It is a unit of measurement like

number, weight, time, area.

Meaning

• Purpose is to express cost

per unit.
Purpose

Cost Unit



Single  
Cost Unit

These are used in  
Manufacturing  

Industries

Examples:

A tonne of Coal,
steel

Composite  
Cost Unit

These are used in  
service Industries

Examples:  

Passenger Per KM  

Per Bed Per Day

Types of Cost Unit



• It is a location, person or item of expenditure for 
which costs may  be ascertained and used for the  
purpose of control.Meaning

• To control the cost

• Fix the responsibility of  the 
person for  controlling the costPurpose

Cost Centre



Cost  
Centre

Personal

Service  

Production

Operation

Process

Impersonal

Types of Cost Centre





Cost Sheet

Definition:
A cost sheet is a statement which represents the various costs

incurred at different stages of business operations, in a tabular format. It
determines the total cost or expenditure made by the organization, along with
the cost incurred on each unit of a product or service in a particular period.



Components of Cost 



Components of Cost 

Prime Cost

The initial cost made for manufacturing a product, i.e., raw material, labour
wages and other production-related expenses, is termed as prime cost.
Following is the equation for computing the prime cost:

Prime Cost = Direct Labour + Direct Material + Direct Expenses

Where direct material is calculated with the help of the following formula:

Direct Material = Material Purached + Op.stock of Raw mterial – Closing Stock
of Raw Material



Components of Cost 

Works Cost or Factory Cost

The works cost is calculated by summing up the prime cost with
the factory overheads and simultaneously adjusting the opening
and closing stocks of work in progress. It can be denoted as:
Work Cost = Prime Cost + Factory Overheads + Op. Stock of WIP – Closing

Stock Of WIP .

Where – WIP ( Work in Process )



Components of Cost 

Cost of Production

The cost of production includes all the direct and indirect cost, 
including the material, labour and other expenses, i.e., production 
cost, factory cost and office or administration cost.
The following formula denotes the computation of cost of 
production:
Cost of Production = Factory Cost + Administrative Expenses
After making an adjustment of the opening finished goods and the 
closing finished goods to the cost of production, we acquire the 
cost of production of goods sold.



Components of Cost 

Total Cost

The final value of a product or service can be determined after adding all the 
selling and distribution expenses to the cost of production of goods sold. The 
formula to find out the total cost or cost of sales is:
TOTAL COST = Cost of Goods Sold + Selling And Distribution Expenses 

If the sales price of the products or service is known, the following method can 
be used to determine the profit:
Profit = Cost – Selling Price



Cost – Sheet 



Cost  - Sheet 

Historical Cost Sheet

The statement of cost which records all those expenses or costs that have
already been incurred by the organization, i.e., the actual cost born (direct or
indirect) on the business operations in a particular period, is called a historical
cost sheet.
The one which is illustrated above is a practical application of this specific type
of cost sheet.



Cost  - Sheet 

Estimated Cost Sheet

It is a cost statement which is prepared in advance before the actual production of goods 
or services take place. It is made to predict or determine the cost which will be incurred 
by the organization, the potential or profitability of the product or service and to fix a 
suitable selling price.
This type of cost sheet is usually prepared at the time of filling tenders or taking 
contracts to quote an appropriate price of the goods or service.



Advantages of Cost Sheet

1. A cost sheet provides per unit cost of a product or service which the
organization incurs at every stage of business operation, which helps the
management to analyze and control such overheads.

2. It also helps in deciding the selling price of a product or service based on
the cost incurred and profit expected out of it.

3. The cost managers or production managers can study the past figures of
the company’s cost sheet to ensure the efficiency of business operations
and for eliminating the non-productive expenses.

4. It also acts as a base for comparing the actual cost incurred, with that of the
estimated or budgeted cost, to find out any deviations and take the
necessary corrective actions.

5. A cost statement provides for the adjustments of the opening and closing
stocks of:
raw material;
work in progress;
and finished goods.





Material Control 

Need or Objectives of Material Control:

As a major portion of cost of production consists of material cost, the cost
accounting system can be effective only when there is an efficient material
control. The following are the objectives of material control.

1. Ensuring Supply of Adequate Quantity of Materials:
Sufficient quantity of material should be made available for all the activities and
departments in the organisation so that uninterrupted production can be
carried on and work does not stop due to non-availability of materials.



Material Control

2. Optimum Investment in Materials:
Keeping the amount invested in materials under control is a central objective of
material control. Locking up of funds in stocks results in mismanagement of
working capital. Overstocking should be avoided in view of its disadvantages.
Excessive investment and over stocking can be avoided by fixing maximum stock
level for all major items of materials.

3. Favourable Terms of Purchase:
The purchase price and other terms of purchase should be of maximum
advantage to the firm. At the same time, quality and specifications of the
materials should be as per requirements.



Material Control 

4. Control of Wastage:
Wastage of material during storage and handling on the production floor should
be minimised. Standards can be fixed for wastage and efforts can be made to
keep the actual wastage below the standard level. Pilferage, theft, etc., should
be minimised to keep material cost within control.

5. Control of Obsolescence and Spoilage:
Loss due to materials becoming out of date or getting spoiled and unusable is a
major cause for material losses. Fixing stock levels and utilising materials in time
can minimise such losses.



Function Of Purchase Department

Purchasing Department:

Purchasing department is to make the purchase of required quantity of various
items of materials at the right time of good quality at the most economical
price.

1 . Receiving and Inspection Department:

This department plays a vital role in examining the quality of raw materials and
ensuring that sufficient quantity of materials as per purchase order are
received.



Function Of Purchase Department

The following are the functions of purchasing department:

1. Receiving of purchase requisitions from various departments.
2. Inviting quotations from different suppliers to deliver materials as per the 
specifications of purchase requisitions.
3. Preparing a comparative statement of quotations of suppliers.
4. Selecting a supplier from the comparative statement of quotations, one who 
offers most favourable terms with due regard to quality.
5. Drafting of purchase order and sending it to the supplier.
6. Following-up of purchase order to receive the materials at the specified time.
7. Checking various documents and certifying that materials of requisite 
quantity and quality are received; and
8. Passing purchase invoice for payment if everything is in order.



Function Of Purchase Department

2. Store Keeping Department: 

The main functions of this department are as given below:
1. Initiate purchase requisitions for materials, based on the position of stock.
2. Maintain various levels of stock.
3. Receipt of materials from receiving and inspection department.
4. Check the materials received by comparing with purchase requisition and 
place them in the proper bins.
5. Issue of materials on receipt of materials requisitions from various 
departments.
6. Maintenance of stores records like bin cards, by entering the receipt, issue 
and balance of materials.



Procedure for Purchasing Goods 

1. Purchase Requisition:



Procedure for Purchasing Goods 

1. Purchase Requisition
2. Selection of Suppliers
3. Purchase Order and Follow-Up



Procedure for Purchasing Goods 

1. Purchase Requisition
2. Selection of Suppliers
3. Purchase Order and Follow-Up
4. Receipt of Materials



Procedure for Purchasing Goods 

1. Purchase Requisition
2. Selection of Suppliers
3. Purchase Order and Follow-Up
4. Receipt of Materials
5. Inspection and Testing of Materials
6. Return of Rejected Materials



Procedure for Purchasing Goods 

1. Purchase Requisition
2. Selection of Suppliers
3. Purchase Order and Follow-Up
4. Receipt of Materials
5. Inspection and Testing of Materials
6. Return of Rejected Materials
7. Passing Invoices for Payment
The following documents are assembled in support of the invoice:
(a) Purchase Order.
(b) Goods Received Note.
(c) Inspection Report.
(d) Debit/Credit Note.





INTRODUCTION

 The term inventory means the value or amount of materials or
resource on hand. It includes raw material, work-in-process,
finished goods & stores & spares.

 Inventory Control is the process by which inventory is measured
and regulated according to predetermined norms such as economic
lot size for order or production, safety stock, minimum level,
maximum level, order level etc.

 Inventory control pertains primarily to the administration of
established policies, systems & procedures in order to reduce the
inventory cost.



OBJECTIVES OF   INVENTORY  CONTROL

 To meet unforeseen future demand due to variation in
forecast figures and actual figures.

 To average out demand fluctuations due to seasonal or
cyclic variations.

 To meet the customer requirement timely, effectively,
efficiently, smoothly and satisfactorily.

 Tosmoothen the production process.

 To facilitate intermittent production of several products on the
same facility.

 Togain economy of production or purchase in lots.



TYPES OF INVENTORY COSTS

 Ordering (purchasing) costs

 Inventory carrying (holding) costs

 Out of stock/shortage costs

 Other costs



ORDERING COSTS

 It is the cost of ordering the item and securing its  
supply.

 Includes-

Expenses from raising the indent

Purchase requisition by user department till the  
execution of order

Receipt and inspection of material



INVENTORY CARRYING COSTS

 Costs incurred for holding the volume of inventory  and 
measured as a percentage of unit cost of an  item.

 It includes-

Capital cost

Obsolescence cost

Deterioration cost

Taxes on inventory

Insurance cost

Storage & handling cost



CARRYING COSTS AS-

 Capital costs

 Storage space costs

 Inventory service costs

 Handling-equipment costs

 Inventory risk costs



OUT OF STOCK COST

 It is the loss which occurs or which may occur due  to 
non availability of material.

 It includes-

Break down/delay in production

Back ordering

Lost sales

Loss of service to customers, loss of goodwill, loss due  to 
lagging behind the competitors, etc.



OTHER COSTS

 Capacity Costs

Over-time payments

Lay-offs & idle time

 Set-up Costs

Machine set-up

Start-up scrap generated from getting a production run  

started

 Over-stocking Costs



ECONOMIC ORDER QUANTITY (EOQ)

 EOQ or Fixed Order Quantity system is the technique of ordering
materials whenever stock reaches the reorder point.

 Economic order quality deals when the cost of procurement and
handling of inventory are at optimum level and total cost is
minimum.

 In this technique, the order quantity is larger than a single period’s
ne requirement so that ordering costs & holding costs balance out.
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TC = Total annual cost

D = Demand

C = Cost per unit

Q = Order quantity

S = Cost of placing order/setup cost
H

H = Annual holding and storage cost  

per unit of inventory

Fixed Order Quantity Model



IMPORTANT TERMS

 Minimum Level – It is the minimum stock to be  maintained 
for smooth production.

 Maximum Level – It is the level of stock, beyond  which a firm 
should not maintain the stock.

 Reorder Level – The stock level at which an order should be
placed.

 Safety Stock – Stock for usage at normal rate  during the 
extension of lead time.

 Reserve Stock - Excess usage requirement during  normal lead
time.

 Buffer Stock – Normal lead time consumption.



Always  Better  Control  Analysis  ( ABC Analysis)

 This technique divides inventory into three categories A, B & C
based on their annual consumption value.

 It is also known as Selective Inventory Control Method (SIM)

 This method is a means of categorizing inventory items according to
the potential amount to be controlled.

 ABC analysis has universal application for fields requiring selective
control.




